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For the first time- Embark on an illustrated photographic journey to the Holy Land...  Imagine a story

combining the magical history of the Holy Land with the realism of the present...  "The Greatest

Miracle of All - The Story of Jesus" presents illustrated figures drawn by the internationally

renowned Sesame Street animator, carefully woven into breathtaking photographs of the Holy

Land's historical biblical sites.  This magical tale takes you on a journey through some of the most

famous places in history, including Jerusalem, Bethlehem and the Galilee, to reveal the spiritual

connection that joins past with present, legend with reality- as never seen before.  A truly delightful

experience for everyone - young and old!
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The story of Jesus will never be as more captivating and delightful to your kids than this! Aia Laser's

The Greatest Miracle of All is an educational and entertaining look at the life of Jesus from his birth

to his death.  This book is an excitingly new look above all other children's books about Jesus, as it

combines cartoon drawings with real on location photos of places Jesus visited.  The Greatest

Miracle of All will be a prized book in every Christian family s bookshelf: The book follows the story

of Jesus according to the Gospels, in an exciting and uplifting manner, as written by the children's

books expert and all-round artist, Aia Laser.  Kids will love the colorful illustrations made by the

internationally awarded artist and celebrated animator of Sesame Street, Albert Hanan Kaminsky. 

Parents will love the crisp background photos of biblical sites in Israel taken by the uncanny

photographer, Amiram Jablonovski. The story of Jesus as presented by this remarkable team,



makes The Greatest Miracle of All an ideal gift for children as each page shows the real locations

mentioned in the Scriptures. --Biblical Stories JournalUnbeatable Combination of Talents Tells the

Story of Jesus  New Children s Book a Must-Have for All Christian Families.  The story of Jesus will

never be as more captivating and delightful to your kids than this! Aia Laser s The Greatest Miracle

of All is an educational and entertaining look at the life of Jesus from his birth to his death. This book

is an excitingly new look above all other children s books about Jesus, as it combines cartoon

drawings with real on location photos of places Jesus visited.  The Greatest Miracle of All will be a

prized book in every Christian family s bookshelf: The book follows the story of Jesus according to

the Gospels, in an exciting and uplifting manner, as written by the children's books expert and

all-round artist, Aia Laser.  Kids will love the colorful illustrations made by the internationally

awarded artist and celebrated animator of Sesame Street, Albert Kaminsky. Parents will love the

crisp background photos of biblical sites in Israel taken by the uncanny photographer, Amiram

Jablonovski. The story of Jesus as presented by this remarkable team, makes The Greatest Miracle

of All an ideal gift for children as each page shows the real locations mentioned in the Scriptures. 

The combination of talented artists to create a wonderful children s book is rare but the result is

extraordinary. In order to get the perfect result, the team had to take on some risky tasks. The

Greatest Miracle of All author Aia Laser describes accompanying photographer Jablovonski, into

Palestinian territory (like Bethlehem), to take much-needed photos for the book, as seriously

dangerous and exciting at the same time. --Xlibris Corporation

40 years old Aia Laser grew up in Israel and in the United States. Aia holds an MBA degree in

marketing. She is an all-round artist, writing children's books, scripts on occasion and lyrics for

songs. In the last years she has engaged in studying the Scriptures.  Albert Hanan Kaminski was

born in Brussels, Belgium, in 1950. He graduated from the Bezalel Academy of Art and Design in

Jerusalem. Kamisky has done the animation for fifty films of Sesame Street and created animated

films across Europe. He has been nominated & received several prizes & grants, including

European Emmy award for best series of 2000.  A. Jablonovski, a NY School of Arts graduate, is an

amazing Israeli photographer who has expertly mastered versatility. From studio model shots to

outside photography, Jablonovoski has done shoots for an assortment of magazine and books,

demonstrating outstanding dedication to capture crisp detail and emotion, and for this book, even to

the risk of being shot at.

The book is a fantastic journey in the footsteps of JESUS . Walking in all the stations of Jesus life



the events are alive in front of us. And the illustrations are so beautiful fun and lively that every

"kid"-5 -90 will be delighted. It's a great birthday gift and for sure a XMAS must.

A Great book for your kids!
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